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Abstract
To construct 2 trees, particularly red and blue, to route packets on link- or node-disjoint ways in packet-switched
networks. each node within the network has 2 most well-liked neighbors to the drain: red and blue. A packet
transmitted from a supply is marked with one amongst the 2 colors. Associate degree intermediate node forwards a
packet to its most well-liked neighbor supported the destination (drain) address and colored of the packet. Thus, the
routing table at a node has solely 2 entries (for each drain). By considering each node as an attainable drain, the
coloured trees approach is also utilized for all-to-all disjoint multipath routes. The projected system could be a
distributed algorithmic rule referred to as SimCT to construct 2 CTs left/red and right/blue specified 2 ways for any
node to the drain on their various trees area unit node/link-disjoint. This algorithmic rule fully eliminates the trail
augmentation step. The coloured tree approach considerably reduces the quantity of routing table entries. Finally this
project has been enforced by java language.
1. Introduction
The mainstay of this project is to construct 2 trees, particularly red and blue, frozen at a rain specified the trail from
any node to the drain is link-or-node-disjoint. coloured trees (CTs) area unit associate degree economical approach to
route packets on link-or-node-disjoint ways in packet-switched networks. notice the Shortest path and send the
packets to multi drain networks with efficiency. To assign DFS indices to any or all the nodes and cypher the low
purpose price and path for every node. To arranges the node in to (ODD/EVEN) layer. A distributed algorithmic rule
referred to as SimCT to construct 2 CTs left/red and right/blue specified 2 ways for any node to the drain on their
various trees area unit node/link-disjoint. SimCT algorithmic rule fully eliminates the trail augmentation step. We
have a tendency to show through in depth simulations that the typical length of the disjoint ways obtained
victimization the SimCT algorithmic rule. The each trees (red/blue) area unit used at the same time.
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The coloured tree approach considerably reduces the quantity of routing table entries thence the search time. a
serious limitation of the trail augmentation technique is that the upkeep of the trees is troublesome within the
presence of failures; whereas the trees is also reconstructed entirely when the failure, such a complete reconstruction
of the trees is each unneeded and leads to a high overhead.

Figure 1. Design Diagram.
Depending on the applying that coloured trees area unit utilized, the network might use just one tree at a time or each
the trees. for instance, once the coloured trees area unit utilized for fault tolerance, packets is also routed on the red
tree. once a node loses its red forwarding neighbor (due to link or node failure), the node re-routes the packets on the
blue tree. once the trees area unit utilized for QoS routing, the 2 trees is also utilized at the same time to hold totally
different categories of traffic. The 2 trees is also utilized at the same time to extend the instant on the market
information measure by spreading the traffic from a node on the 2 trees. once utilized for security, the traffic from a
node is also meet the 2 trees. Thus, no intermediate node can route all of the packets from a supply. If overhearing of
traffic must be eliminated in such eventualities, link-level encoding is also utilized. However, link-level encoding can
scale back the end-to-end turnout owing to the process overhead concerned. though all the higher than applications is
also completed in wired and wireless networks, it's been shown that a prohibitively sizable amount of ways is also
needed in wireless networks for achieving improved turnout. The doable turnout within the wireless network is
restricted owing to interference. the employment of multiple ways is favored in wireless networks when: (a)
directional antennas area unit utilized, that helps in reducing interference; and (b) traffic generation rate is low and
therefore the message sizes area unit giant, thence at any instant of your time, solely only a few flows area unit active
within the network. As wireless networks use transceivers per node, node-disjoint ways area unit most well-liked. For
wireless networks, link-disjoint ways area unit typically most well-liked as link failures area unit additional common
than node failures. The work developed during this paper is geared toward those applications wherever each the trees
area unit used at the same time. Therefore, it's necessary to construct and maintain the coloured trees within the
presence of link and/or node failures.
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2. Related Work
In order to hold out this project many references and papers area unit referred, from that several valuable data area
unit inferred, these are:
Paper 1. P. Pham and S. Perreau, Performance analysis of reactive shortest path and multipath routing mechanism
with load balance, during this paper, we've got analyzed and compared single-path and multi-path routing algorithms.
we've got 1st targeted this study on the problem of overheads. we've got shown however range} of overheads will
increase with the quantity of multiple ways and that we have seen that once this number exceeds 3, the overheads
increase considerably. This has confirmed several simulations results bestowed within the literature that state with
none clear clarification that victimization 3 ways provides the simplest trade off. we've got conjointly derived
associate degree edge on the typical length of the multi-path routes that guarantees a decrease of the network
congestion. This edge depends on the traffic intensity, the process power of every node and therefore the range of
nodes within the network, thence is simple to cypher in apply. Not solely this sure permits choosing routes that
respect the edge constraint, but also, it will indicate within the 1st place whether or not for a selected network,
victimization load reconciliation can bring any improvement in the least. Finally, we've got shown that victimization
multi-path routing continuously leads to affiliation turnout improvement for prime density networks.
Paper 2. S. Murthy and J. J. Garcia-Luna-Aceves, Congestion-oriented shortest multipath routing. we've got
bestowed a brand new framework for the modeling of multipath routing in connectionless networks that dynamically
adapt to network congestion. we've got incontestible that it's attainable to produce performance guarantees for the
delivery of packets in such networks. the essential routing protocol uses a short metric supported hop-by-hop credits
to cut back congestion and a protracted term metric supported end-to-end path delays from a supply to a destination.
Packet forwarding is finished on a hop-by-hop basis. every node is sculptural as a PGPS server that contains
destination-based allow buckets. A loop-free multipath routing protocol has been projected to manage the traffic on
every link by observation the parameters of the destination-oriented allow buckets.
A worst-case delay sure underneath steady-state has been derived for the higher than network model for each
negligible and non negligible packet sizes. Our work continues to check the dynamic behavior of congestion-oriented
shortest multipath routing, and to outline however destination-oriented routing mechanisms may be wont to satisfy
performance necessities specified by the sources of packets.
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Paper 3.D. Ganesan, R. Govindan, S. Shenker, and D. Estrin, extremely resilient energy-efficient multipath routing
in wireless device networks, we have a tendency to demonstrate that multipath routing may be used for energy
economical recovery from failure in wireless device networks. we have a tendency to explore and appraise a
completely unique adorned style that shows hefty promise. For a disjoint multipath configuration whose blotchy
failure resilience is adore that of adorned multipath, the adorned multi ways have concerning five hundredth higher
resilience to isolated failures and a 3rd of the overhead for alternate path maintenance. we have a tendency to believe
that it's more durable to style localized energy-efficient mechanisms for constructing disjoint alternate ways, as a
result of the localized algorithms lack the data to search out low latency disjoint ways. Finally, increasing the quantity
of disjoint ways will increase the resilience of disjoint multipath however with a proportionately higher energy value.
it's not the case that little energy expenditure dramatically improves the resilience of disjoint ways.
Paper 4 W. Lou, W. Liu, and Y. Fang, A simulation study of security performance victimization multipath routing in
impromptu networks, Security could be a vital issue in a billboard hoc network. during this paper we have a tendency
to investigate by simulation the performance of the unfold theme that we have a tendency to projected as a
complementary mechanism to boost the information confidentiality service in a billboard hoc network. The unfold
theme relies on the concept to distribute a secret among multiple freelance ways whereas it's transmitted across the
network. Through simulation, the effectiveness of unfold in up network security is verified. we have a tendency to
show that the message compromising and eavesdropping chances may be reduced effectively. However, in an
exceedingly shared-channel impromptu network, correlation among routes wide exists. Our simulation conjointly
shows that multipath routing causes additional collision among related routes themselves so degrades network
performance like packet delivery magnitude relation. In our future work, we are going to be that specialize in
developing multipath routing protocols that take into thought of the network performance further.
Paper 5. S. Ramasubramanian, H. Krishnamoorthy, and M. Krunz, Disjoint multipath routing victimization coloured
trees, this paper develops an efficient disjoint multipath forwarding approach supported coloured trees. A distributed
algorithmic rule for constructing 2 trees frozen at a drain specified the ways from each node to the drain area unit
link/node-disjoint is developed. The distributed algorithmic rule is certain to get an answer whenever one exists.
additionally, a neighbor arrangement technique that orders the neighbors supported the publicized least value path to
the drain is shown to cut back the typical path length on the trees considerably. The algorithmic rule is evaluated on
six totally different networks and compared with ILP results to demonstrate practicableness of distributed
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implementation and its effectiveness. The technique of arrangement neighbors supported the BFS ordering is shown
to enhance the performance, but isn't certain to give best results.
Paper 6. S. Ramasubramanian, M. Harkara, and M. Krunz, Linear time distributed construction of coloured trees for
disjoint multipath routing; this paper develops a linear-time distributed algorithmic rule for the development of
coloured trees for link/node-disjoint multipath routing to a selected drain within the network. the whole range of
messages sent within the network is shown to be 8|L| − a pair of|N | + 2. The paper conjointly demonstrates that vital
reduction within the average path lengths is also obtained by using generalized low-point construct in an exceedingly
DFS-tree instead of the normal low-point construct.
3. Design
The failure of a node/link might lead to unsupportive the ways for many nodes in an exceedingly cascading fashion.
The trail augmentation technique is that the upkeep of the trees is troublesome within the presence of failures.
Whereas the trees are also reconstructed entirely when the failure, such a complete reconstruction of the trees is each
unneeded and leads to a high overhead.
The SimCT algorithmic rule works in 3 phases: 1) distributed DFS enumeration and low purpose computation; 2)
distributed layering; and 3) choice of left (blue) and right (red) forwarding nodes. Fig. three provides notations that
area unit utilized in this paper. The second step involves minor variations for CT-ND and CT-LD solutions.
Therefore, we have a tendency to 1st gift the answer to satisfy the CT-ND constraint. we have a tendency to then gift
the answer satisfying the CT-LD constraint. We have a tendency to mix the 2 solutions to get trees with most
incoherency.
Distributed DFS enumeration
The first section of the algorithmic rule is to assign DFS indices to any or all the nodes and cypher the low purpose
price and path for every node. historically, the low purpose price of a node x is outlined because the smallest DFS
index node which will be reached from x by traversing DFS tree edges and node back edge. The generalized low
purpose value(GLPV) of a node x the littlest DFS index node which will be reached from x by traversing nodes
within the increasing order of their DFS indices except the last hop. The DFS search message is passed to at least
one node at a time.
The drain is allotted the DFS index one. A node receives a research message are going to be allotted a DFS index.
The search message is passed in turn within the network. Once each neighbor of a node is allotted a DFS range, the
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algorithmic rule backtracks to its parent node. The GLPV of a node may be computed once receives the come back
message from all of its neighbors. The second section of the algorithmic rule is to rearrange the nodes into ODD and
EVEN layers. To cypher the layer for a node, we have a tendency to outline a term referred to as potential abound on
the GLPV of a node to be gift within the same layer. The drain is initialized with potential price zero and ODD layer.
A node x takes the potential of its parent if it’s GLPV is strictly but the potential of its parent if its, otherwise its
potential is that the DFS index of its parent.
Selection of Forwarding Nodes
The third section of the algorithmic rule is to pick out the left (red) and right (blue) forwarding nodes. within the
distributing layering section we have a tendency to continuously place the drain at the primary layer ODD. we have a
tendency to organize the nodes within the even layer within the increasing order of the DFS numbers from left to
right. Therefore, at the even layer we've got the low purpose path within the right direction and within the left
direction at the ODD layer. Observe the ways from any node to the foundation on the 2 trees area unit node-disjoint.
The forwarding nodes area unit maintaining within the routing table. The routing table at a node has solely 2 entries
(for each drain).
The SimCT algorithmic rule is also extended to cypher CTs once there area unit quite one drain. the target of the
multi-drain drawback is to search out 2 disjoint ways to 2 distinct drains within the network. the typical length of the
2 ways to the chosen try of drains ought to be the shortest compared to different try of drains. Disjoint routing to 2
distinct drains achieves resiliency to single node failure and reduces the energy consumed in routing packets because
the distance between a node and a drain reduces once the quantity of drains is enlarged [12].
To construct trees to disjoint drains victimization the SimCT algorithmic rule, the 3 phases of the algorithmic rule
stay an equivalent except that the drains area unit assumed to be connected to a virtual drain. The virtual node takes
its DFS index as zero, thence all drains can have their GLPV as zero. By assumptive that the SimCT algorithmic rule
is initiated from one amongst the drains (initialized to 1), the trees obtained give ways to 2 distinct drains.
4. Methodology
The first section of the algorithmic rule is to assign DFS indices to any or all the nodes and cypher the low purpose
price and path for every node. historically, the low purpose price of a node x is outlined because the smallest DFS
index node which will be reached from x by traversing DFS tree edges and node back edge. The generalized low
purpose price (GLPV) of a node x the littlest DFS index node which will be reached from x by traversing nodes
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within the increasing order of their DFS indices except the last hop. The drain is allotted the DFS index one. A
node receives a research message are going to be allotted to a DFS index. The search message is passed in turn within
the network. Once each neighbor of a node is allotted a DFS range, the algorithmic rule backtracks to its parent node.
The GLPV of a node may be computed once receives the come back message from all of its neighbors.
A hierarchic structuring of relations might lead to additional categories and a additional sophisticated structure to
implement. thus it's best to remodel the hierarchic relation structure to an easier structure like a classical flat one. it's
rather easy to remodel the developed hierarchic model into a bipartite, flat model, consisting of categories on the one
hand and flat relations on the opposite. Flat relations area unit most well-liked at the planning level for reasons of
simplicity and implementation ease. there's no identity or practicality related to a flat relation. A flat relation
corresponds with the relation construct of entity-relationship modeling and plenty of object orienting strategies.
Some solutions to coloured tree construction use depth first-search (DFS) enumeration to realize a period of time
that's linear within the range of links (or nodes). DFS enumeration helps determine whether or not a network is twoconnected or not (through the connection between DFS numbers and low purpose values). Therefore, even within the
absence of an answer, the algorithms area unit certain to terminate in linear time.
The algorithms developed to date for constructing coloured trees [6], [7], [9], [10] area unit supported the “path
augmentation” technique (described well in Section II). a serious limitation of the trail augmentation technique is that
the upkeep of the trees is troublesome within the presence of failures, as ways area unit increased in an exceedingly
ordered fashion (maintaining partial ordering of nodes). The failure of a node/link might lead to unsupportive the
ways for many nodes in an exceedingly cascading fashion. whereas the trees is also reconstructed entirely when the
failure, such a complete reconstruction of the trees is each unneeded and leads to a high overhead. As all algorithms
supported path augmentation suffer from the higher than limitation, this paper develops a brand new algorithmic rule,
brought up because the SimCT algorithmic rule. The SimCT algorithmic rule exploits the connection between the
DFS enumeration, lowpoint values, and potential needed for partial ordering (explained in Section III). The SimCT
algorithmic rule offers four benefits compared to the sooner algorithmic rules supported path augmentation: 1) the
SimCT algorithmic rule reduces the message overhead needed to construct the trees by 40%; 2) the typical path
lengths obtained victimization the SimCT algorithmic rule is lesser than those obtained victimization earlier
approaches; 3) the quantity of nodes whose ways area unit full of a failure underneath the SimCT algorithmic rule
can ne'er be quite those full of path augmentation based mostly approaches; and 4) the SimCT algorithm is also wont
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to construct coloured trees in an exceedingly multi-drain networks with an equivalent message and time
complexities because the single drain resolution.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, Construction of economical coloured trees for node failures develops a distributed algorithmic rule
referred to as SimCT to construct 2 CTs left/red and right/blue specified 2 ways for any node to the drain d on their
various trees area unit node/link disjoint. The algorithmic rule fully eliminates the trail augmentation step utilized in
previous CT based mostly approaches. The SimCT algorithmic rule reduces the message overhead by four-hundredth
compared to the simplest legendary linear-time distributed CT approach. The convergence time of the SimCT
algorithmic rule is linear within the range of nodes within the network. underneath node failures, the SimCT
algorithmic rule recomputed the CTs with minimum disruption to the present tree structure. It proves that coloured
trees area unit economical approach for node failures and is giving higher results. The algorithmic rule may be
improved to search out the shortest path and send the packets to multi drain networks with efficiency. Even within the
worst case, reconstructing the CTs fully victimization the SimCT needs less message overhead and convergence time.
The construct of generalized low purpose path and most well-liked relative has been utilized in order to optimize the
typical length of the 2 disjoint ways. The SimCT algorithmic rule may be extended to search out 2 node/link disjoint
ways to 2 distinct drains in an exceedingly network that has multiple drains.
The performance of the SimCT algorithmic rule is found to be continuously higher than the present algorithms for
disjoint multipath routing supported CTs.
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